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What has WMAP done for us ?What has WMAP done for us ?

• WMAP improved over COBE by a factor of 45 in sensitivity and 33 in angular resolution
• Color codes temperature (intensity) : here fluctuations ± 100 µK
• Temperature traces the gravitational potential at the time of recombination, when the
universe was 372 000 (±14 000) years old
• The statistical analysis of this map yields detailed cosmological information



Confronting those sky maps with theoretical expectationsConfronting those sky maps with theoretical expectations
 It is both observationally and theoretically sound to consider the CMB temperature

fluctuations as a Gaussian random field, so that alm’s are Gaussian random variables

 Thus sufficient  to consider the Angular Power Spectrum

 Physics in the linear regime, well described by a 3000K photon-baryon fluid adiabatically
oscillating in the pre-existing dark matter potential well
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Cosmology now have a standard model Cosmology now have a standard model 

• Only 6 parameters fit 1342 data points (reduced
χ2/dof~1.066):

Flat ΛCDM model with Ωb, ΩΛ, h, ns, τ,  As

• Simplest Inflation model predictions are satisfied
• Flat universe
• Gaussianity

• Power Spectrum spectral index nearly scale-invariant

• Initial Adiabatic perturbations

• Neutrino mass < 0.23 eV

• In agreement with a wealth of other astrophysical
observations involving different physics at different time

First detection of the reionization signature in CMB polarization



CMB observations allow to predict Universe TodayCMB observations allow to predict Universe Today

SDSS Tegmark et al.

Astro-ph/0310723Verde et al. (2003)
Concordance…
• Different physics
• Different scales
• Different times     (z =1000 vs 1)

SDSS 3D power spectra as measured with ~200 000 galaxies
Tegmark et al. 03

From outside in
• WMAP only
• + w=-1
• + Ωk=r=α=0
• + SDSS



OutlineOutline

 Effects of Reionization on CMB: the physics at play

 Observational status after WMAP 1

 What will CMB ever tell us about reionization ?

 Why is reionization key to  CMB based cosmology ?

Brief WMAP status: 
•The satellite is working nominally
•Current work is highly focused on polarization (30x weaker signal)
•The release of the years 2 and 3 is coming very very soon…
•The satellite is funded to operate 6 years



Effect on Temperature anisotropies IEffect on Temperature anisotropies I

1- Damping: blending of photons from different lines of sight

Current numbers tell us we have a suppression by ~30% for l greater than 40
Makes it hard to measure absolute initial conditions normalization

e.g. Knox and Haiman astro-ph/9902311 for a review

(Ignore scale dependence here)

2-Doppler effects

Cancellations along the line of sight due to variation in ve :

• Except at larger scale : l~100
• Reduced if modulations in np : Ostriker-Vishniac effect, kinetic SZ
• Reduced if modulations in xe  : Patchy reionization



Effect on Temperature anisotropies IIEffect on Temperature anisotropies II

ACT
    2µK and θfwhm= 1.7’

PLANCK
5 µK and θfwhm= 5’

Doré, Hennawi & Spergel et al. 04

ISW

tSZ

kSZ

Rees-Sciama

Patchy
 Reionization?

WMAP 4yr

Atacama
   Cosmology

 Telescope

PI: Lyman Page,
Princeton First light
2006

Planck mission

PI: Jean-Loup Puget
Joint ESA + NASA
Launch end 2007

Doppler

 also SPT…



The CMB is weakly polarizedThe CMB is weakly polarized
 Linear polarization of the CMB is:

 Produced by Thompson scattering of a
quadrupolar radiation pattern on free electron
⇒ Probe recombination or reionization

 Partially correlated with the temperature
(velocity pert, correlate with density pert.)

 Two types of polarization:
 Scalar perturbations to the metric produces E

mode polarization
 Tensor perturbations to the metric produces B

mode polarization, ie B modes are created by
Gravity Waves

 Polarization probes both perturbations
themselves and ionization history

 Numerical calculation shows that the polarized
fraction is around 1% only

Hot

 e-

Remark: that is what
WMAP 2-3 is all about

 e-



Effect on PolarizationEffect on Polarization

EE
Angular Power
Spectrum

Angular Scale of Horizon at the time of reionization
 lpeak~0.74(1+zi)0.73Ωm

0.11

Amplitude proportional to τ2

Unambiguous signature (unlike for T), amplitude proportional to τ2

Zaldarriaga 97



Status after WMAP 1
T x E - Polarization Power Spectrum

Status after WMAP 1
T x E - Polarization Power Spectrum

- Large optical depth
τ= 17 ±  0.04 /  zr= 20 ± 10 (TE only)
- Hints at a complicated ionization history

Kogut et al. 2003
Spergel et al. 2003

CMB Polarization first detected by DASI but first signs of reionization by WMAP 1



WMAP only (TT+TE), flat LCDMCautious

€ 

τ = 0.166−0.071
+0.076

TE alone:

σ1

degeneracy

(Spergel et al. 2003)

(Kogut et al 2003)17≈reionz

WMAP+All



Observational ProspectsObservational Prospects
 Very few experience can improve the reionization relevant

polarization measurement since

 Hard to measure large angular scales from ground
 Require good handling of systematic effects
 Multi-frequency instruments are required since the polarized foregrounds

are important but unknown so far

 But we can hope to learn more from
 WMAP now extended to 6 (8) years
 Planck (first results ~2009)
 Spider (~2007, partially funded (University of Toronto, Caltech,…))
 CMBPOL (Part of the NASA beyond Einstein Program)

 But as well from some high sensitivity arc-minute scale telescope
under construction, first light in 2006, e.g. ACT or SPT



Prospects: 1σ errorsProspects: 1σ errors

0.00310.0097
CMBPol

0.00260.0060
CMBPol + lensing (2π)

0.00460.0083Planck + lensing (2π)

0.00780.010Planck

ns (=1 fid.)τ (=0.1)

Song & Knox astro-ph/0312175

9 parameters (including running and (w,w’)),  flat universe
Consider T, E, B and 2 point shear for lensing
Ignore foregrounds and systematics
Somewhat optimistic thus



Could we be sensitive to the details of the reionization history ?Could we be sensitive to the details of the reionization history ?

 5 different physically motivated models
 Models 1-3 have the same τ
 All consistent with WMAP latest measurements
 A single step reionization history is enough for WMAP but not for Planck
 Assuming a double step reionization scenario avoid any significant bias in

measuring τ Holder et al. astro-ph/0302404

Cosmic variance

Difficult since integrated effect

• Can we learn about the detailed history ?
• Can our ignorance bias the cosmological interpretation?



Prospects through the kSZ and ACT/SPTProspects through the kSZ and ACT/SPT

 In principle allows1% measurement of kSZ allow a 3% determination of zr if all the other
parameters are known

 But degeneracy with σ8  that goes as zr ∝ (Ωbh)6
 σ8

15

 Plus extra-uncertainties in extracting the kSZ (lensing, patchy reionization(same spectra),
point sources) (different spectra_

 Might benefit from lensing, ie correlating T2κ where we expect a very strong correlation:
SNR > 40 (Doré et al. 03)

 The conclusion is that it will be difficult but new and  exciting and it is coming soon !

ACT error bars

•  zr = 7
•  zr = 16.5
•  zr = 21 & 7

Zhang et al. astro-ph/0304534



Can weak-lensing help probing the kSZ ?Can weak-lensing help probing the kSZ ?

with maximal 
patchy reionization

without
 patchy reionization

 High resolution CMB experiments
and weak lensing surveys will both
achieve high SNR at 2’

 Simplest 3-point function:
“Collapsed” statistic”

 Booming signal!  Total signal to
noise ratio  >1300

- Strong probe of σ8:  scales as Cl ∝ σ8
7

- Probe 3-point coupling between dark matter and baryon momentum

- Isolates kSZ: Will help cleaning the signal

Dark Matter

Kinetic SZ
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Doré, Hennawi & Spergel et al. 04



CMB-21 cm correlation on degree scales ICMB-21 cm correlation on degree scales I
 As introduced by Benedetta this

morning

 During reionization bulk motion of e-

induces a Doppler distortion of CMB
photons (reionized region)

 Neutral hydrogen causes density
fluctuation of the 21-cm line (neutral
regions)

 The “slicing” in z prevents the usual
Doppler effect cancellation

 Sign of correlation proportional to

 Positive correlation when reionization
and negative when recombines Alvarez, Komatsu, Doré, Shapiro 2005



CMB-21 cm correlation on degree scales IICMB-21 cm correlation on degree scales II

 Peaks in z when xe~0.5

 Degree scale signal where linear
theory is valid, and WMAP is
already available

 The specific sign dependence of the
density-ionized fraction correlation
allows to distinguish between various
scenario (e.g. double reionization
(Cen et al. 03) have a specific
positive correlation phase)

 Signal to noise should be of a few (3
to 10) with one year of SKA and
WMAP

Alvarez, Komatsu, Doré, Shapiro 2005

~shape of P(k=l/r(z))



Various consequences for cosmologyVarious consequences for cosmology

To nail down τ helps:

 The determination of key cosmological parameters, in
particular help to test Inflation observables ns , dns/dlnk…

 Influence the detectability of the primordial GW signatures
through BB mode enhancement

 Offer another probe of the largest scales measurable today,
i.e. the CMB TT quadrupole



Polarization is required  to break some key degeneraciesPolarization is required  to break some key degeneracies

1 and 2 σ joint
confidence
contours

σ

• Temperature alone suffers from severe degeneracies, e.g. only the
 product Ase-2τ is accurately measured (30% scattered)
•  The inclusion of  TE allows  the measurement of τ and thus As , but also ns

Spergel et al. 03

Main degeneracy
using TT and TE
After WMAP 1

Driven by tension between low l  TT power and high τ  coming from TE
• Key for measuring ns  and running and so to probe Inflation
• Key to measure absolute normalization, i.e. σ8 and so Dark Energy
• WMAP 2-3 will improve a lot with regards to this degeneracy

τ

ns



Angular Power Spectrum at low lAngular Power Spectrum at low l

• Already seen in COBE
• Several theoretical arguments have been put forward, e.g.

– Various means of truncating the primordial power spectrum (Closed Universe
(Eftshatiou 03) or appropriate inflation model (Contaldi et al. 03) , etc.)
– Somewhat related to a characteristic  Dark Energy scale ?
– DE clustering (Hu 99, Bean & Doré 03)

• Delicate situation since it is difficult to probe these scales by other means

Likelihood of
about 2-10% for
a ΛCDM model



The low quadrupole on a polarized lightThe low quadrupole on a polarized light

 Test the consistency of l=2 TT and l=2 TE using the theoretically well known
correlation between both

 Given the low C2
TT you would expect a high C2

TE

 This consistency test gives another handle on the low l quadrupole

Doré, Holder & Loeb 03

Year 1 WMAP



ConclusionsConclusions
 Cosmology now has a standard phenomenological model

 Information from the Dark Ages can come from:
- High-l CMB TT measurements
- Low-l CMB  EE, TE and BB polarization

 The latter currently points at a more complicated reionization history than was anticipated

 Both will be under intense observational scrutiny in the coming 5-10 years

 Important questions in cosmology like the origin of perturbations (Inflation), nature of Dark
Energy, etc. remain to be answer

 To test inflation, we will require a better understanding of the reionization history if not it will
limit our ability to address fundamental questions in physics (GW background, test of
Inflation)

 Observational and theoretical breakthroughs  should be achieved in the coming 10 years so
stay tune!

 … and in particular….  check-out  http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/ at 12:00pm
(EST) on Thursday the 16th of March



http://cosmocoffee.info


